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Abstract 

We will show in this paper the role of inventories in explaining copper price volatility. Using 

a three factor model we derive a fundamental long-term value for copper. Second, we 

emphasis the significance of this fundamental long-term value by considering an agent based 

model approach in which mean-reversion focused fundamental investors trade with chartists 

who follow price trends. We show that fundamental investors take increasing positions in 

copper when the spot price of copper deviated from its fundamental value (i.e. the 

fundamental value is higher than the spot price) and chartists loose relative significance. 

 

 

Keywords 

Heterogeneous agent based modelling, copper spot price modelling, 3 factor stochastic 

volatility model, Runge Kutta, Kalman Filter 

 

 

Introduction 
We propose an empirical model based on the heterogeneous agents literature. Price changes 

are induced by fundamental as well as technical demand. The model is estimated for Copper. 
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In this type of model, the market price is formed by the trading behaviour of heterogeneous 

agents, who condition their buying and selling on a number of forecast rules. The relative 

weights put on these rules are determined by the past performance error of the different 

forecasts, so agents can change their strategy of how to behave. The model is based on an 

approach proposed by Lux&Marchesi (1999, 2000) and Lux (1998) which we will follow 

throughout this document. Additionally we will explicitly model the fundamental value that 

will be used by the experts as input variable for their recommendation. This fundamental 

value – the long-term equilibrium spot price - against which fundamentally driven experts 

make their recommendation, is calculated out of the forward curve of Copper.  

 

The model to calculate the long-term equilibrium price is combining two different strings of 

literature. One is that commodity prices follow a “random walk” described by geometric 

Brownian motion. This is the model of stock price uncertainty underlying the famous Black-

Scholes option pricing formula and it leads to closed-form solutions in some interesting cases. 

In this model, prices are expected to grow at some constant rate with the variance in future 

spot prices increasing in proportion to time. If prices increase (or decrease) more than 

anticipated in one time period, all future forecasts are increased (or decreased) proportionally. 

The other direction of authors has been focusing on the use of mean-reverting price models 

and argued that these models are more appropriate for many commodities. Intuitively, when 

the price of a commodity is higher than some long-run mean or equilibrium price level, the 

supply of the commodity will increase because higher cost producers of the commodity will 

enter the market—new production comes on line, older production expected to go off line 

stays on line—thereby putting downward pressure on prices. Conversely, when prices are 

relatively low, supply will decrease since some of the high-cost producers will exit, putting 

upward pressure on prices. When these entries and exits are not instantaneous, prices may be 

temporarily high or low but will tend to revert toward the equilibrium level. There are 

elements of truth in each of these simple models of commodity prices. For most commodities, 

there appear to be some mean reversion in prices but there is also uncertainty about the 

equilibrium price to which prices revert. 

 

In this article, we develop a simple three-factor model of commodity prices that captures all 

of the effects mentioned before; In our model, the equilibrium price level is assumed to 

evolve according to geometric Brownian motion with drift reflecting expectations of the 

exhaustion of existing supply, improving technology for the production and discovery of the 

commodity, inflation, as well as political and regulatory effects. The short-term deviations—

defined as the difference between spot and equilibrium prices—are expected to revert toward 

zero following an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. These deviations may reflect, for example, 

short-term changes in demand resulting from variations in the weather or intermittent supply 

disruptions, and are tempered by the ability of market participants to adjust inventory levels in 

response to changing market conditions. 

Although neither of these factors is directly observable they can be calculated indirectly if 

forward curve data (especially for long-term contracts) are available via a recursive technique 

like the Kalman Filter. 
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Related Work 
 

This paper adds to a debate that models commodity spot prices oscillating around a long-run 

trend rather than showing mean reversion.  

Finding mean-reversion in commodity spot prices has some crucial implications like return 

variance that does not increase linearly with time or the implications on the value of real 

options such as mines as well as the consequences on monetary policy as higher trending 

commodity prices will have direct impact via higher inflation. In another example Casassus et 

al (2005) show that if commodity prices revert to a constant mean, the prices of options on 

commodity futures will be significantly smaller than in case of a random.  

Most commodity pricing papers on commodity futures use a mean-reverting process to a 

constant level to model the spot prices of commodities like the one-factor model of Schwartz 

(1997) or Geman and Nguyen (2005).  

 

However there has been a series of papers aiming to show that this reversion to a constant 

mean has often to be rejected as Cashin, Liang and McDermott (2000) have shown that 

shocks to commodity prices can be persistent while Grilli and Yang (1988), use a dataset from 

1900 to 1986 to proof that commodity prices (real prices in this case) show a positive trend 

over time. 

 

We follow Geman and Nguyen (2005) and introduce a three factor stochastic volatility model 

for copper prices. In contrast to Geman and Nguyen (2005) the long-term trend to which the 

mean reversion process for the copper spot price reverts over time is modelled by a geometric 

Brownian motion with drift. This is based on the work of Geman (2000) which takes a long-

term trend around which the commodity price oscillates over time. This is in contrast to most 

three factor commodity models which use a second mean reversion process to explain the 

price trajectory of a fundamental value or convenience yield (see Schwartz 1996 as an 

example). In order to introduce fat tails into the distribution of copper prices we use the 

fundamental value gained from our three factor model and introduce financial investors, 

labelled fundamentalists who use this price input as an internal benchmark or fair value to 

assess the value of copper prices. These fundamentalists interact with what we will label as 

technical investors who follow a trend-following approach to assess the fair value of copper 

prices. 

 

A simple heterogeneous agent based model will be presented in this paper to assess the effect 

of fundamental as well as technical traders on the price of copper. As the model is based on 

the fundamentals of copper it makes sense to take supply and demand into consideration. 

Rapidly growing countries like India or China are dominant on the demand side yet this 

cannot fully explain the dramatic moves of copper since 2007. A possible cause of this larger 

price volatility is the existence of speculators in the copper market (Geman, 2005). Similar 

observations have been made for other commodities like oil over the last couple of years 

where inventory speculation caused a run-up in oil prices during the 1970s (Danielsen, 1979). 

This poses a strong challenge towards the Efficient Market Hypothesis of Fama (1970). The 

Efficient Market hypothesis assumes rational expectations and thus the current price of copper 

should reflect all available information. 

One of the deviations from the Efficient Market Hypothesis is represented by heterogeneous 

agents. Brock and Hommes (1997) account for different types of investors. A cobweb type 

demand-supply model was used by Brock and Hommes (1997) where agents choose between 
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naive and rational expectations. Investors switch between different forecasting strategies 

based on the past performance of these strategies. The switching of investors introduces non-

linearity into the system and thus local instability and complicated dynamics can be observed 

in a fully rational notion of equilibrium. 

Frankel and Froot (1988) classified two types of investors, fundamentally based investors and 

technical traders in an environment of exchange rates. Later models like Foellmer et al. 

(2004) also introduce liquidity traders to account for volatility in an equity market which is 

close to equilibrium. In general, fundamental traders are comparing the current price of a 

financial asset with their fair value and thus have a stabilizing effect as they would buy in case 

of a lower current price compared to the spot price and vice versa. Technical traders in 

contrast base their investment decision on past prices, e.g. trend followers buy if they 

observed a price increase in the past and sell in case of falling prices. Hommes (2006) gives a 

detailed overview of Heterogeneous Agent Models. Reitz and Westerhoff (2007) and Reitz 

and Slopek (2009) have been some of the recent authors to estimate Heterogeneous Agent 

Models for commodities though research in the 1960s by Smidt (1965) already indicated the 

existence of speculation in commodity markets. 

 

The aim of this paper is to wrap a three-factor commodity model into a Heterogeneous Agents 

Models where the Fundamental price input is directly derived from the three-factor model for 

copper. The Heterogeneous Agents Model is based on the work of Lux&Marchesi 

(1999,2000) who introduced an algorithm combining fundamental and noise traders (which 

will be denoted chartist in our paper). The input of the fundamental price (which is used by 

fundamentally driven investors to compare with the current price of copper) is directly 

generated via a three-factor copper price model where it is calculated out of the model spot 

price. The spot price is based on a long-term price (which is represented by a Geometric 

Brownian motion with positive drift) of copper combined with short-term fluctuations (via a 

mean-reversion process) and considering stochastic volatility. It is this long-term fundamental 

price of copper calculated via the modelled spot price which serves as an input in the 

Heterogeneous Agents Model.  

 

Chile, the United States, Peru and China represent the largest producers of Copper 

( http://www.bgs.ac.uk/mineralsuk/statistics/worldStatistics.html). With the rapid expansion 

of Chinese economic growth over the last decade China now represents also the largest 

importer of Copper followed by the United States and Europe (Source: International Trade 

Center). For years the London Metal Exchange (LME) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

(COMEX) in the US have been the main locations for trading Copper forward contracts. A 

very small fraction of futures contracts at COMEX and LME are physically unwound at 

maturity (as in all commodity futures markets). Over the years as Chinese significance in 

copper trading rose the Shanghai exchange became the third major player in the copper space 

as can be seen on the chart below. 

 

Weekly copper inventory data for the LME and COMEX are available since September 1992 

while Chinese weekly copper inventory data are available from January 2003. Figure 1 shows 

Global copper inventory data since 1992 (in metric tons) and the gain in significance of China 

on copper inventories. 

 

The chart also shows the cyclical nature of copper, often labelled “Dr. Copper” in financial 

markets. The period of 2000/2001 and the 2008 recession have both led to a sharp rise in 

copper inventories as demand collapsed. 

 

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/mineralsuk/statistics/worldStatistics.html
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Figure 1: Global Copper Inventory data 

 
 

The aftermath of the 2001/2002 recession has resulted in a sharp decrease in overall copper 

inventories while from 2005 onwards a general upward trend could be observed despite the 

volatility around the financial crisis in 2008. 

 

Figure 2: Global Copper Inventory statistics 

Test Statistics LME Copper Inventory COMEX Copper Inventory Shanghai Copper Inventory

Average 380,104.65                       90,451.36                                60,732.90                                      

Median 342,125.00                       65,211.00                                23,731.00                                      

Maximum 980,075.00                       399,368.00                              336,387.00                                    

Minimum 25,525.00                         1,478.00                                  -                                                   

Standard Deviation 11,695.20                         3,178.62                                  13,074.37                                      

Dickey Fuller Test Statistic 6.23-                                    5.60-                                           9.94-                                                 

p-value 0.01                                    0.01                                           0.01                                                 

Lag order 10 10 10  
The table above summarizes key statistics for the three inventory markets (LME, COMEX 

and Shanghai). The Dickey Fuller Test statistics are statistically significant and reject the null 

hypothesis of a unit root. 

 

Turning to copper prices, our analysis comprises monthly copper future data since 1997. We 

use Chicago Mercantile Exchange data (COMEX). The nearby contract represents the proxy 

for the cash price and we also obtained data for the 3 month, 6 month, 9month, 12 month, 15 

month and 21 month forward contract since 1997. The chart below shows the price 

development of the nearby contract over time. 
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Figure 3: Monthly copper price since 1997 

 
 

The sharp increase in commodity prices from 2002 to 2007 was also observed in copper 

prices with a quadrupling of prices over this period. The Financial Crisis in 2008 led to a 

sharp correction with more than -50%. 

 

Financial investors (as in so many other commodities) have not only contributed to the higher 

volatility in commodity prices over the last couple of years but also influenced the shape of 

the forward curve. The chart below shows that the copper forward curve was inverted before 

the Financial crisis but has been in Contango lately. 

 

Figure 4: Copper forward curve over time – December 2007 versus May 2013 

 
 

We also look more in detail on the statistical properties of each copper future maturity over 

the period 1997 to 2013 using monthly log prices. As with many commodity markets all 

maturities of copper futures observed show a negative skewness (relatively few low values) 

while the excess Kurtosis is positive and thus indicates fait tail behaviour.  
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Figure 5: Copper futures statistical analysis 1997 to 2013 (using log prices) 
Nearby Contract 3m Future 6m Future 9m Future 12m Future 15m Future 18m Future 21m Future

Mean 8.18                       8.18               8.18               8.17               8.17                8.16                8.16                8.15                

Standard Deviation (annualized) 27.66% 27.45% 26.85% 26.22% 25.66% 25.27% 24.84% 24.47%

Standard Error 0.01                       0.01               0.01               0.01               0.01                0.01                0.01                0.01                

Skew 0.89-                       0.90-               0.94-               1.00-               1.05-                1.08-                1.09-                1.10-                

Excess Kurtosis 2.54                       2.32               2.62               2.81               2.92                2.87                2.96                2.96                 
 

The table above also picks up the so called “Samuelson effect” which states that futures price 

volatility decreases with increasing maturity. 

 

Next to looking at copper future prices over various maturities we also analyse in more detail 

the volatility behaviour of nearby copper futures. We introduce the scarcity variable, here 

denoted as and defined as inverse inventory at time t (see Geman et al. 2005). We take the 

copper stock for the US and Global markets at the end of period t (here monthly) and 

calculate the scarcity as the inverse of inventories. In order to understand the impact of 

inventories on spot price volatility we run the following multi-variant regression that 

includes a constant, a variable that accounts for possible trends over time ( ) as well as the 

sensitivity β which should be positive if high inventories reduce nearby copper future 

volatility. 

 

         (1) 

 

We run this regression for different inventory data, namely a global inventory proxy which 

includes LME, COMEX as well as Shanghai data and for a US inventory proxy (COMEX 

only).  is the monthly volatility of nearby copper futures based on daily data.  

represents the scarcity at the end of the previous month (inverse of inventories). 

Using the entire data series (from 1997 to 2013) as input the F-Test and the T-statistics for 

each input variable show that the scarcity variable cannot be rejected at a 1% significance 

level as driver of copper price volatility. 

 

Figure 6: Monthly copper price volatility regression output (based on monthly 

inventory data)  

Global Inventory Analysis US Inventory Analysis

Coefficients Coefficients

Multiple R 0.39                                           0.41                                   

R Square 0.15                                           0.17                                   

Adjusted R Square 0.14                                           0.16                                   

Standard Error 0.11                                           0.11                                   

Observations 190.00                                      190.00                              

F-Test 16.58                                         18.49                                

Intercept 0.15                                           0.16                                   

T-stat 7.92                                           9.99                                   

Time effect 0.00                                           0.00                                   

T-stat 4.91                                           4.55                                   

Global Scarcity t(-1) 10,279.48                                631.62                              

T-stat 2.62                                           3.20                                    
 

Despite adding Chinese stock data to the global stock variable US inventories show a higher 

R2 in explaining copper nearby futures volatility. It is worth mentioning that the time effect 
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does not seem to influence spot price volatility because the coefficient is close to 0 for both, 

global copper inventories as well as US inventories only. 

 

In the next chart we contrast the 2 derived scarcity variables versus daily copper spot price 

volatility on a monthly basis. The scarcity variables show 2 event of significant spikes, 

namely in 2005 and just before the Financial crisis. The positive beta confirms that our 

scarcity proxy shows a positive relationship to subsequent copper price volatility. Thus when 

inventories get lower a rise in copper spot price volatility is more likely. Beside these 2 events 

the scarcity proxies did not signal tight inventories for most of the last 15 years. 

 

Figure 7: Monthly copper price volatility based on daily data versus Global and US 

scarcity variables 

 
 

Looking further into the historical behaviour of copper spot prices we use the regression 

outputs for an in-sample period (1997 to 2004) and approximate copper spot price volatility 

for the out-of-sample period (2005-2013) and compare it with realized volatility. 

 

          (2) 

 

Figure 8: Monthly copper price volatility based on daily data versus modelled 

volatility 
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As could have been suspected from the previous chart looking at the scarcity variable over 

time the estimated volatility anticipates the 2 spikes in copper future volatility in late 2005 

and during the financial crisis while the spot price volatility spike in 2011 seems having been 

driven by financial market volatility (Euro-Zone debt crises) rather than fundamental 

(supply/demand) reasons. 

 

Reference level or fundamental spot price of copper for 
fundamentally driven investors 
 

 

In this section we describe the role of the financial players present in our model more in 

detail. We described the general market characteristics of copper markets in the previous 

chapter while this chapter will provide a framework for modelling the demand and supply 

relationship via the fundamental value of copper prices. We will distinguish between two 

different types of market participants, fundamental agents and technical agents. The agent of 

our model takes the expected price for the next time interval [t; t+], called the reference level, 

from a financial expert. Indeed, we need to describe how these experts choose this reference 

level. We consider a finite set of financial experts I = {1,2,......,M}.  

 

The fundamental value or benchmark of each expert, denoted , is the value, on a 

logarithmic scale, at which this expert  expects the price to return in the long run. The 

long-run price of Copper is based on a three-factor model for commodity prices where the 

equilibrium price level is assumed to evolve according to a geometric Brownian motion with 

drift, reflecting themes like exhaustion of existing supply, improved technology for 

production or inflation (Geman, 2000) This long-term equilibrium price is not directly 

observable in the market though in the case of long-term futures prices this information can be 

estimated over time. Additionally, the long-term equilibrium price level will be refined with a 

short-term deviation term which is expected to revert to zero following an Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck process. These short-term deviations are representing short-term changes in 

demand or supply e.g. because of weather. The third factor introduced will be a scarcity 

parameter for copper which represents the inverse of global copper stocks at the end of each 

time period t  

 

As often done in financial literature we define returns as changes in log prices. We denote the 

spot price of Copper by St at time t. First we introduce a scarcity variable similar to Geman 

and Nguyen (2005) denoted as st and defined as inverse inventory at time t. The same notation 

as in Geman and Nguyen (2005) is used to denote the world stock of copper at the end of 

period t, It and thus the scarcity st=1/It follows. To gain more insight into the effects of 

inventories on volatility have run the following equation in the previous section. 

 

σt= α + δt + βst-1 + εt,          (18) 

 

where t denotes the time period (month), st-1 is the scarcity variable at time t-1, and σt is the 

standard deviation of the nearby returns over period t. α accounts for the possibility of a trend 

in either the volatility or scarcity series. The constant β, the sensitivity of volatility to past 

inventory data is positive if high inventories reduce volatility. If on the other side inventories 

are very low then an additional unit of inventory will have a greater effect on volatility. 
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The Copper spot price is decomposed into three stochastic factors  

 

ln(St) = Xt           (19) 

 

where Xt will be the short-term deviations from the Copper equilibrium price modelled as a 

mean reversion process with a stochastic long-term equilibrium price Lt. 

 

The variance of the spot return is assumed to be stochastic and represented by the following 

equation: 

 

vart =           (20) 

 

where α as well as β are constant and β being positive. 

 

The dynamics of the stochastic component of the spot price under the real probability measure 

are driven the following stochastic differential equations: 

 

dXt = (κ(Lt - Xt) + λxvt)dt + d        (21) 

 

where Lt is represented by a geometric Brownian motion with constant drift μ and λχ 

represents the market price of commodity risk: 

 

dLt =  (μ + λLσLvt)dt + σLd          (22) 

 

where λL represents the risk premium on the long-term mean uncertainty. The variance of the 

stochastic component of the spot price can thus be written by 

 

dvolt = (a(b – vt) + λvσvvart)dt + σv d       (23) 

 

We thus assume that the two state variables Xt and vt follow a mean-reversion process and Lt 

a geometric Brownian Motion respectively. Further there exists a correlation ρxL (respectively 

ρvL and ρxv) assumed between the Brownian Motions zx and zLand zv.We assume no arbitrage 

opportunities because we have more instruments than sources of risk and hence the market is 

complete. The variables a,b and σv are positive and λv is the market price of volatility risk. 

 

The existence by arbitrage does hold. ( of a risk-neutral probability measure Q can be 

assumed) 

 

dXt = κ(Lt - Xt)dt + d          (24) 

dLt =  μdt + σLd           (25) 

dvolt = a(b – )dt + σv d         (26) 

 

The choice of the square root process in equation (25) ensures positivity of the solution while 

mean reversion implies bounded values. The fact that  is observable means that the 

Kalman Filter procedure used to calculate the parameters involved is based on normally 

distributed quantities. 
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Our representation of the spot price has the features of a mean-reverting behaviour with a 

stochastic trend and stochastic volatility. 

 

The assumptions above imply the following dynamics of the copper spot price under the Q 

measure: 

 

dSt = k[(Lt – lnSt) + ]Stdt + Std       (27) 

 

Because the future price is a Q-martingale based on assumptions (18) and (19) the price  at 

time t of a future contract maturing at time T can be written as  

 

     (28) 

 

The solution of this form yields the system of the following ordinary differential equations: 

 

           (29) 

           (30) 

     (31) 

          (32) 

 

with initial conditions A(T,T)=0, B(T,T)=1, C(T,T)=0 and D(T,T)=0. The solutions to (29) 

and (30) are elementary and plugging into (27) and (28) results in the following expressions: 

 

          (33) 

          (34) 

       (35) 

 

Where D(t,T) is the solution to the following ordinary differential equation 

 

  (36) 

 

The integral in (35) will be solved using the numerical procedure of the trapezoidal rule. The 

solution to equation (36) is not available in closed form but will be solved numerically with 

high precision by methods like Runge-Kutta.  

 

 

The Kalman Filter approach for a three-factor copper price model 

 

The Kalman Filter will be used to calculate unobserved state variables (long-term equilibrium 

price and stochastic component of the spot price) based on observations (in this case the log 

of Future prices for Copper) that depend on these state variables. We will work in a discrete 

setting and given a prior distribution on the initial values of the state variables and a model 
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describing the likelihood of the observations as a function of the true values, the Kalman 

Filter will generate updated posterior distributions for these state variables. 

In the three-factor model only the stochastic component of the spot price and its stochastic 

long-term equilibrium mean are unobservable whereas the scarcity variable is directly 

obtained by taking the inverse of the inventory numbers. 

Two equations are crucial for the Kalman Filter, namely the measurement equation and the 

transition equation. The measurement equation relates the observable vector  to the state 

vector  where  is defined as   via the following relationship: 

 

        (37) 

where 

  

  
 

 is a  of serially uncorrelated disturbances with E[  

where  is a diagonal matrix. 

 

Equations (21) and (22) can be used to derive the transition equation for the copper spot price 

as 

 

        (38) 

 

where 

 and  and  is such that 

 
 

and the discrete-time transition equation for the Kalman Filter is obtained as: 

 

        (39) 

 is a 2 x 1 vector of serially uncorrelated disturbances with  and 

.  is the approximate discrete-

time version of  in the transition equation. 

The Kalman Filter allows estimating the state variables over time by updating the estimator 

 but this is assuming a specific assumption about the parameters of the process. The 

equations above assumed the prior knowledge of these parameters. In practice however the 

parameters are unknown so they have to be estimated, e.g. by Maximum likelihood: 

 

   (40) 

 

Where the conditional distribution of is normal with mean zero and a covariance matrix 

.  
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Three-factor copper price model - results 

 

In this section we estimate the model parameters developed earlier. We apply the Kalman 

filtering procedure to the time series of nine maturity copper futures prices (N=9) for up to 2 

years out the forward curve. We use monthly data from July 1997 to May 2013. 

 

The Kalman filter is a recursive method for computing the unobserved state variables and 

works best for normally distributed data. These state variables are described a transition 

equation while the link between the observable futures prices and the state variables is 

explained by the measurement equation. The Kalman filter optimizes a log-likelihood 

function that minimizes the error between the model output and the real-world data used as 

input. In our three-factor model only the stochastic component of the spot price and its long-

term mean (we use this long-term mean as the fundamental value input for our financial agent 

model later) are unobservable while the scarcity variable is directly obtained as the inverse of 

the inventory numbers. 

 

The table below gives the estimated parameters and standard errors of the three-variable 

model and shows the estimated values of the common parameters. 

 

Table 1: Parameter output – three factor model 

Parameter Three-factor model Standard error 

kappa 0.78 0.03 

μ 8.62 0.05 

σL 0.80 0.26 

a 2.34 0.17 

b 0.23 0.04 

σv 2.95 0.34 

corr_xv 0.51 0.08 

 

Variable a is much higher than kappa indicating that the stochastic volatility process shows a 

stronger mean-reversion behaviour compared to the stochastic component of the spot price. 

The correlation between the stochastic component of the spot price and spot price volatility is 

positive and statistically significant, in conformity with the theory of storage. 

 

Heterogeneous agent based model considering co-
movement for Copper prices  
 

 

In the previous section amongst the variables derived was the long-term fundamental value 

for copper. We will use this value as a fair value proxy in an agent based model approach. A 

simple heterogeneous agent based model will be presented in this chapter to assess the effect 

of fundamental as well as technical traders on the price of copper.  

 

As mentioned earlier the aim of this paper is to wrap a three-factor commodity model into a 

Heterogeneous Agents Models where the Fundamental price input is directly derived from the 

three-factor model for copper.  
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This section describes the approach towards the Heterogeneous agent model chosen while the 

next section applies the output from the three-factor model to the agents model and calibrates 

the parameters to copper prices observed. 

 

 

Demand/Supply relationship 

 

Before going into detail about the various strategies that investors can apply this section 

focuses on simple demand and supply functions in order to characterize the copper market. 

Similar to Geman and Nguyen (1995) who use a linear regression to see the impact of 

inventories on volatility it makes sense to evaluate the overall demand and supply for copper 

in a simplified linear regression which takes into account exogenous factors as well as 

endogenous price-sensitive factors. 

 

In the case of copper as with most commodities we can distinguish between real demand and 

investment demand, namely demand of fundamental investors and demand of technically 

driven investors. 

 

The link of real and speculative demand with the price dynamics of copper will be modelled 

via the following equation: 

 

     (41) 

 

where  represents the price change of copper which is a function of excess demand from 

fundamentalist ( ) and chartists ( ). We further follow Lux (1995) and distinguish 

between optimistic chartists (their absolute number is ) and pessimistic chartists (their 

absolute number is ). When we multiply the absolute number of chartists (N= + ) with 

the amount of shares they hold (denoted s) then we derive the total demand of chartists. In this 

setting we are interested in the excess demand of chartists which according to equation (3) 

represents the difference of positive minus pessimistic chartists. 

 

The interaction between chartists and fundamentalists is defined by two ratios, namely: 

 

           (42) 

describing the excess of optimistic chartists over pessimistic chartists and  

 

            (43) 

 

where z represents the fraction of chartists amongst the entire population of traders. 

 

Fundamentalists 

 

Fundamentalists base their demand for copper on the difference between the current 

expectation (at time t) of the future spot price (at time t+1) and the current price of copper. 

The expected excess return of fundamentalists is thus given by d  where d is a 
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discount factor. This represents the present value of the trading profit expected by the 

fundamentalist which would occur when the price p has reverted back to the fundamental 

value . 

 

Chartists 

 

The second type of strategies which is considered in this paper is chartists. Chartists base their 

investment decision on past price patterns. In contrast to fundamentalists, who tend to have a 

stabilizing effect on financial assets via contrarian trades chartists are more likely to invest 

with the trend and thus encourage current trends in the market further. In line with what has 

been proposed in previous Heterogeneous Agents Models (e.g. Hommes 2006) we focus on a 

pure trend following approach where chartists look at the past price at t-1 and thus try to 

assess short-term trends. 

 

The distinction between optimists and pessimists adds further refinement to the price 

dynamics of our agent-based model approach. Both benefit from a price move  above a 

refinancing rate  (we are focusing on excess returns above risk free rate ). Thus the profit 

of an optimistic chartist can be modelled as: 

 

       (44) 

 

where w represents a speed of transition parameter between the chartists and the 

fundamentalists. 

 

       (45) 

 

Optimists are long the stock and thus pay the refinancing rate  whereas pessimists are short 

the stock and thus receive . 

After we defined the trading profits of both groups, fundamentalists and chartists, the next 

step is to combine both in a systematic interaction approach. This is based on the utility 

function of both groups which is in simple terms a function of performance. 

 

 

Interaction between fundamentalists and chartists 

 

The transition probability of a chartist from positive to negative and vice versa is determined 

by Utility  

 

          (46) 

 

which directly feeds into the transition probability of moves between optimists and pessimists 

where  is a variable for the speed of change from optimists to pessimists 
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         (47) 

 

The utility is thus a function of the relative weight of optimists versus pessimists (x) and the 

price change. The transition probability function is an exponential function (Lux 1995) and 

considers moves from pessimists to optimists in the case of rising prices and a higher 

transition probability of optimists switching to pessimist in the case of falling copper prices in 

equation (47). 

 

The transition probability of moving from fundamentalists to chartists is modelled in a similar 

way as 

 

         (48) 

 

And vice versa as  

 

         (49) 

 

where the utility of moving from fundamentalist group to the optimist group  and from 

the optimist to fundamentalists -  is given by  

 

        (50) 

The Utility of moving from the optimist to the fundamentalist is derived as the difference of 

the performance of the optimist (who is long copper and short cash) and the discounted 

expected performance of the fundamentalist. 

 

Similarly the utility from pessimists to fundamentalists, denoted  can be described as the 

difference of the performance of a pessimist (who is short copper and long cash) minus the 

discounted expected profit of the fundamentalist 

 

        (51) 

As mentioned in the previous section this paper will explicitly derive the input for the 

fundamental investors, namely the long-run equilibrium price of copper which was labelled 

. The next section will give a brief overview of the derivation of this long-term equilibrium 

spot-price for copper. 
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    (52) 

 

As  and  are of the form of exponential functions (as shown in equations (47-49) 

above) we can use the following trigonometric identities:  

 
 

From the definition of z we can follow that  which can be expressed as 

 

     (53) 

 

We assumed at the start that chartists adjust their position for a fixed amount  (of shares). 

Chartists who are bullish try to increase their stake while those who are bearish will try to 

decrease their shares. This leads to an excess demand from chartists 

 

  where    (54) 

 

Fundamentalists on the other side will buy copper when the price has fallen below their fair 

value proxy and sell when the price is above their fair value. We can thus formulate the 

excess demand of fundamentalists as 

 

 where  (55) 

 

Combining equations (54) and (55) for dp/dt results in equation (43) and we have thus 

proofed the aggregate demand equation. 

 

Agent based modelling approach - results 

 

In this section we present the results of the agent based model introduced before. This 

Poisson-type dynamics of updating strategies and opinion index will be approximated within 

a simulation framework. We chose small time increments in order to avoid synchronicity of 

decisions and because the phenomenon of volatility bursts requires higher precision between 

the time steps modelled. We are using the long-term fundamental value derived from the 

three-factor model as benchmark for fundamental traders. We assume for the simulation a 

total number of 500 agents. In order to make sure the system is able to calibrate and in order 

to avoid degenerate situations in which either the group of chartists or fundamentalists has 

declined to zero we ensure a minimum number of 4 agents in each group, fundamental and 

technical agents. Despite the fact that this scenario of an absorbing state decreases with a 

sufficient number of agents it still has a positive probability of occurring and thus we prefer to 

apply a lower limit on each agent category.  

 

We show in the table below the fixed parameter values for dividends and average rate of 

return. It is worth noting, as shown in several academic studies applying this model, that this 

approach is not very sensitive to those parameters and we have thus chosen values that are in 

line with previous applications (Lux, 1998, Lux et al. 2000). 
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Table 2: Fixed parameters for agent based model 

Fixed Parameter Assumed Value 

Number of steps per integer time step 50 

Number of microsteps for dp/dt 100 

Number of agents 500 

Minimum number of agents in a strategy 4 

Nominal dividends of the asset 0.4% 

Risk free rate 0.04% 

Frequency of optimist/pessimist revaluation 3 

Frequency of chartist/fundamentalist 

revaluation 

2 

Discount factor 0.75 

Imprecision in excess demand perception 0.05 

 

We estimate the importance of the opinion index for chartists ( ), the importance of price 

changes for chartist expectations ( ), the importance of profit differentials for a switch 

between chartists and fundamentalists ( ) as well as the reaction speed of auctioneers ( ) 

with the help of the Generalized method of moments technique (GMM). This method requires 

that a certain number of moment conditions (g  are specified for the model for which we 

show the generalized form below. 

 

         (56) 

 

These moment conditions are functions of the model parameters and data such that their 

expectation is zero at the true values of the parameters. The GMM method minimizes a 

certain norm of the sample average of our moment conditions and can thus be written as: 

 

     (57) 

 

where W represents the positive-definite weighting matrix. 

 

Based on 14 years of monthly data we derive estimates for the parameters shown in the table 

below. All four parameters are positive as expected and statistically significant. It is worth 

noting that the importance of profit differentials for a switch between chartists and 

fundamentalists ( ) as well as the reaction speed of auctioneers ( ) are reasonably small. 

The importance of the opinion index of chartists and the importance of price changes for 

chartist expectations are closely linked and show a high positive correlation. The importance 

of profit differentials for a switch from chartists to fundamentalists is negatively correlated to 

the importance of price changes for chartist expectations as well as to the opinion index of 

chartists. Thus the higher the optimism (pessimism) amongst chartists the lower (higher) the 

probability of chartists to move to the fundamentalist group and the less (more) attention 

chartists are paying to past profit differentials for their strategy assessment. 
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Table 3: Agent based model output 

Number of observations:  169 

Number of parameters:  4 

Number of degrees of freedom: 165 

Orthogonality conditions:  5 

 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error 

 0.550 0.01 

 0.233 0.01 

 0.100 0.01 

 0.103 0.01 

 

 

correlation of 

parameters 
    

 1 0.885 -0.996 0.326 

 0.885 1 -0.923 0.597 

 -0.996 -0.923 1 -0.390 

 0.326 0.597 -0.390 1 

 

In order to provide some further insight into the model over time we show below the fraction 

of chartists modelled over time based on our approach. Based on the copper price data 

evaluated we can see that the number of chartists started to drop during the financial crisis. 

Copper prices retreated sharply and fell well below the fair value assumed by fundamental 

traders. Thus those fundamental traders gained in relative performance (mean reversion was 

more profitable) while a strong price recovery after the Financial crisis caused an increase in 

chartist traders as their trades became more profitable (momentum was more profitable). 

 

Figure 9: Percentage of chartist amongst trader universe 
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Conclusion 
 

We have shown in this paper that inventory plays a role in explaining copper price volatility. 

Using a three factor model we derived a fundamental long-term value for copper. The 

addition of a stochastic component in the spot price shows a positive correlation to copper 

spot price volatility. Second, we emphasis the significance of this fundamental long-term 

value by considering an agent based model approach in which mean-reversion focused 

fundamental investors trade with chartists who follow price trends. We showed that 

fundamental investors take increasing positions in copper when the spot price of copper 

deviated from its fundamental value (i.e. the fundamental value is higher than the spot price) 

and chartists loose relative significance. 
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